




Since its inception in 1969, the World Trade Centers Association has singularly pursued one mission: 
Prosperity through trade. Headquartered in New York, the network comprises of office complexes in 
327 cities across 91 countries, and is serving over 1 million businesses

WTC complexes are modern, highly sophisticated special purpose facilities for the international business 
community. They offer every essential service for businesses to be successful.



At the heart of a trade mission are the matchmaking sessions, where the 

participants sit down individually with prospective partners that have been 

shortlisted on basis of requirements of WTC members. These partners 

could be potential buyers, associates in another region or investors looking 

to expand. With its network in 327 cities across 91 countries, the World 

Trade Centers Association is in a unique position to facilitate such link-ups 

that result in mutual growth for its members.





As economic development platforms, WTC complexes raise the international profile of a city or region. They 

represent a global network of active and planned locations in 327 cities across 91 countries that work to 

create competitive advantage for businesses conducting international trade. Known around the world, for 

over 77 years, the World Trade Center network has built an iconic trade platform that has benefitted 

hundreds of regions and over a million internationally active businesses.

As branded complexes, WTC building are landmarks in the regions that they serve. They are symbols of the 

international connectedness and competitiveness of a community. As real estate projects, WTC complexes 

are high profile developments that convey a premier international business address and are highly desirable 

locations for business tenants to occupy. 



Headquartered in New York, the world trade centers network comprises of office complexes 

across 327 cities 91 countries 1 global network, and is serving over 1 million businesses
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